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To evaluate the impact of mitral regurgitation (MR) etiology on the accuracy of the proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) method, we compared 
PISA method with conventional volumetric method in 176 patients with degenerative MR (prolapse or flail, group A) and 126 with functional MR 
(group B). Regurgitant volume by PISA method (RVPISA) was compared with RV by volumetric method (RVvol) calculated as (total stroke volume by 
Simpson method - forward stroke volume using direct planimetry and pulsed Doppler in the LV outflow tract). Group A was characterized by younger 
age (51±14 vs. 61±14, p<0.001), higher LV ejection fraction (70±7 vs. 45±16 %, p<0.001), smaller LV end-diastolic volume (190±54 vs. 203±60 
ml, p = 0.056), larger RVvol (73±41 vs. 33±23 ml, p<0.001) and RVPISA (51±18 vs. 36±17 ml, p<0.001) compared to group B. Although there was a 
strong positive correlation between RVvol and RVPISA (r = 0.911, p<0.001 in group A; r = 0.934, p<0.001 in group B), RVPISA was significantly larger 
than RVvol in group A (RVPISA - RVvol [RVdiff] = 27±30 ml, p<0.001 [vs. 0] by Bland-Altman analysis) and RVdiff showed positive correlation with 
mean value of RVPISA and RVvol (r = 0.427, p<0.001). In group B, the difference between RVPISA and RVvol was small (RVdiff = 1±7 ml, p = 0.161) 
and did not show significant correlation with mean value of RVPISA and RVvol.
In conclusion, MR etiology affects RV calculation significantly with marked tendency of overestimation in patients with degenerative MR 
characterized by eccentric jet.
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